Abstract-Ant two-way parallel searching strategy is adopted to accelerate searching speed, but it is clearly seen that this tactic loses some feasible paths and even loses optimal path, so a new ants meeting judgment method is proposed in this paper. At the same time pheromone gain is added to allocate initial pheromone reasonably in order to deal with slow searching speed brought by equivalence distributing of initial pheromone. Pheromone mutual leading method is also designed to accelerate optimizing speed. Above designs can accelerate searching speed but maybe put algorithm running into local optima, so chaos disturbance is introduced to help algorithm jumping out local optima. Finally simulation results indicate that the optimal path on which the robot moves can reach safely and rapidly under 2-D environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Path planning problem of mobile robot is one of the kernel contents for study area of mobile robot, and it has becoming a hot research field these years [1, 2] . But traditional methods of path planning all have their defects, so finding better algorithm is an research topic in the field [3, 4] .
Ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm put forward by M Dorigo in 1991 is a new intelligent optimization algorithm, and it has many advantages such as strong robustness, preferable global optimization performance and easy to blend with other algorithms [5, 6] . Its biologic mechanism is ant colony seeks a shortest and feasible path between formicary and food source, so it happens to coincide with physical process of path planning for mobile robot. Nature relation of interior mechanism between them undoubtedly provides powerful basis for path planning research based on ACO algorithm [7] .
In this paper pheromone gain and heuristic information are added to allocate initial pheromone reasonably since equivalent distributing of initial pheromone in ant colony optimization algorithm results in longer searching time. Then two-way parallel searching tactic proposed in [8] is used in order to adequately develop mutual cooperation ability between ants. A new meeting judgment strategy between ants is produced, since two-way parallel searching tactic proposed in [8] loses some feasible paths existed between ants. Pheromone mutual leading method is also designed to accelerate searching speed by guiding and studying of two kinds of pheromones. Finally simulation researches are made under 2-D environment and simulation results demonstrate that as long as the path objectively exists improved algorithm can plan a safe optimal path quickly, and the algorithm possesses better stability and faster efficiency.
Section II is devoted to algorithm improvement and Simulation researches are conducted in Section III. Conclusions are addressed in Section IV.
II. ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENTS

A. Initial Distributing of Pheromone
Pheromone gain is introduced to accelerate convergence speed of algorithm at initial stages, namely, the size of initial pheromone is determined based on relative distance relations between a node, the origination and the destination.
The origination, mid-point and the destination constitute fold lines, then pheromone gain can be defined as the ratio of the distance from the starting point to the end-point to the sum of distances mid-point respectively to the starting point and to the end-point. So the larger the sum is, the less the ratio is, then the larger the sum is, the smaller gain is and the less initialization pheromone is. The mean value of pheromone gain of two end points of a path made up of the pheromone gain of the path, namely 1 2 Where, 0 τ is a pheromone constant,
denotes the intensity of chaos part and λ Δ shows chaos component.
Chaos has exquisite immanent configuration and many characteristics such as randomness, ergodicity and regularity; it is beneficial to jump out local optima [9, 10] . So introducing chaos is rational.
B. Two-way Parallel Searching Tactic
A new path new L created in conventional ACO algorithm when an ant reaches the goal from the starting point, so the efficiency and convergence speed of algorithm are relatively slow and cooperation between ants is not utilized to the best advantage. Two-way parallel searching tactic is designed in [8] to increase algorithm efficiency and to utilize cooperation between ants adequately, in other words whole ants are divided into the same two groups, and ants simultaneously search feasible paths from the start and the goal respectively. This searching strategy not only improves constructing efficiency of initial feasible solutions, but also insures searching diversity, so this searching strategy is used in this paper.
C. Meeting Judgment Strategy between Ants
Two ants from different direction can meet during two-way parallel searching process, ants separately carry searching information, and a new feasible path can be obtained by linking paths of meeting ants. Then how to determine whether ants meet becomes a focal problem.
In most literatures ants are to be affirmed encountering by distance value between two grids, namely ants 1 k , 2 k ( ) Fig.1 . Then it even loses optimal path and makes algorithm can't find global optima. In Fig.1 1 g is location of ant 1 k coming from starting point Start at moment t during algorithm executing process, and 2 g is location of ant 2 k coming from finishing point Goal at moment t during algorithm executing process. The real line is the road ant 1 k has passed and the dotted line is the path ant 2 k went through.
From Fig.1 it follows that ants 1 k and 2 k both passed through node 2 g . At same moment t, the distance between them is 1 2 ( , ) 1
According to the meeting judgment strategy in [8] , the two ants will be regarded as noencountering, so there is not feasible path. Factually, there are feasible path between them, as shown in Fig.1 . So the meeting judgment strategy of [8] loses some feasible paths and reduces optimization range, even makes algorithm can't find global optima. Then a new meeting judgment strategy is introduced. A new path is obtained by connecting the records in taboo tables of two ants during algorithm executing process, when two ants i k , j k with different values of k flag met. The path ants met can be described as follows:
Where new L is the new path obtained by regional meeting, and L( These new paths are compared to select an optimal path if some new paths are obtained by using ant meeting strategy during algorithm realization process, which are contrasted with the current local optimal path. If the optimal path is better than the current local optimal path, then the current local optimal path is replaced by the optimal path, else the current local optimal path holds.
D. Pheromone Mutual Steering Tactics
Since ants search paths from two-way simultaneously, there are two kinds of pheromone: one is the pheromone about the finishing point Goal . So pheromone mutual steering strategy is designed in this paper to expect two kinds of pheromones can mutually study and to accelerate searching speed of two colony ants.
In other words, ants from the starting point Start only distinguish the pheromone about the finishing point Goal and release the pheromone about the starting point Start stage by stage during searching the finishing point Goal , but the ants from the finishing point Goal is just the opposite. Then the leading pheromone enhances gradually but the pheromone released weakens little by little, searching speed is quickened.
Let 0 k flag = means ant k is searching to the finishing point Goal from the starting point Start , so the pheromone about the finishing point Goal is regarded as the leading pheromone and the pheromone about the starting point Start is released. Then the probability formula of path selection is defined as ( )
Let 1 k flag = means ant k is searching to the starting point Start from the finishing point Goal , so the pheromone about the starting point Start is served as the leading pheromone and the pheromone about the finishing point Goal is released. Then the probability formula of path selection is designed as
Therefore expectation information is defined by using single-step forecasting method, namely selecting the grid nearest the target point. Suppose that current node ( i, j ) is a candidate node, then the anticipant heuristic function expression of node j is as follow.
Where, 
E. Chaos Disturbance
Above designs can accelerate searching speed but maybe put algorithm running into local optima. So using an effective searching algorithm is reasonable for the sake of jumping out local optima.
Chaos searching algorithm is introduced in this paper. Chaos disturbance factor is added in function of pheromone updating, namely: 
Former information may be submerged since chaos is imported, so when chaos disturbance want to be actualized, it is must ensured that algorithm ran into local optimal value. Simulation results show that the improved algorithm can find optimal path at higher convergence speed. In other words, global optimizing ability and searching speed are enhanced obviously.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Since equivalent distributing of initial pheromone in ant colony optimization algorithm results in longer searching time, pheromone gain and heuristic information are added to reasonably allocate initial pheromone in this paper. Two-way parallel searching tactic proposed in [8] is also used in order to exert cooperation and optimization abilities between ants adequately, and then a new meeting discriminance is given to guarantee searching all feasible paths and to avoid losing some feasible paths which is the main defect of the algorithm introduced in [8] . Pheromone mutual leading method is also designed to accelerate searching optimizing speed by guiding and studying of two kinds of pheromones. Finally, Chaos searching algorithm is introduced to help algorithm jumping out local optima.
Simulation results demonstrate that this algorithm can plan a safe optimal path quickly and is an effective improved algorithm.
